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www.carriagetradeshop.com



– @carriagetradeshop
CEO & Owner of Carriage Trade Shop

Nori Mirza

In 1963, Carriage Trade opened its doors, and since then has become
an iconic cornerstone in The Kingsway Shopping District, Toronto,
Canada. 

I purchased the store in 1994 with a view to incorporate my own
vision, and personal sense of style, while maintaining the elegance
that Carriage Trade has always represented.

Staying on top of the latest trends has brought us great success, for
this reason I am proud of CT. What has distinguished Carriage
Trade from other fashion boutiques is the genuine personalized
service we provide our clients. I am particularly fortunate in the
longevity of my staff, as they continue to build long lasting
relationships with our clients, based on honesty and trust. 

During the pandemic, we focused on our online store, and I am so
grateful to our clients for supporting us during such a challenging
time. During our transition we learned the importance of
maintaining the same standards online as we do in store. Carriage
Trade has grown beyond our bricks and mortar store, and is able to
offer the same experience  online and virtually.  Which is exactly
why I couldn’t think of a better time to release our very first
Carriage Trade Lookbook. 

Inside you will find some of our favourite must have pieces, from
our current Holiday and Pre Spring Collections.

We hope that you are just as excited about this new era of Carriage
Trade as we are, and hope that you enjoy our very first Lookbook!



A l l  T h a t
G l i t t e r s
Jacket: L'AGENCE Angelina Fringed Tweed Jacket - the updated
version of a Parisienne classic. Features include metallic-flecked
tweed with structured shoulders and tonal fringe trim. 

Dress: The YUMMIE Dress - the newest piece in your wardrobe
with the most versatility. wear it as a tube dress or pull it down
and wear it as a maxi skirt! You can't go wrong no matter what
mood you're in.



Seduct ive

The compatibility of
red & black...

Top:  This feminine, victorian inspired SMYTHE Sweater

with crochet ruffle detailing is available in black and rose

for pre-order and will be released with our pre-spring 2022

collection.

Bottom: The Cathy Ceramica-Slit-Trousers by

SEDUCTIVE will add a touch of sophisticated style to any

look. These expertly crafted knit pants are designed with a

streamlined silhouette and feature a slit at the hem. Style

with a neutral turtleneck for an elevated everyday look.



S k u l l
C h i c

Top: The Tenley sweater is a 360 CASHMERE classic
- featuring two things we absolutely love - a sexy
neckline and skull print! Grey and black allows you to
dress up or down and pair with different kinds of
bottoms like denim jeans or pleather leggings! 

Necklace: Celebration Skull Necklace by Local
Canadian Designer, VALENTINE ROUGE. Add a
bit of edge to your everyday wardrobe. 



T u r n  H e a d s
Top: This Gucci Inspired L'AGENCE Cardigan can
be beautifully paired with a great pair of denim jeans
& your favourite white t-shirt, or dressed up with
some gold jewellery. 



L ’ a g e n c e  

V a l e n t i n e  R o u g e

Cardigan: This L'AGENCE Chanel Inspired
Cardigan in ivory is detailed with a burgundy, black
and gold trim. 

Top: This gorgeous L'AGENCE camisole is done in
a black-and-spice-hued panther print. Features a
Bias cut that softly drapes and enhances your shape..
Back V-neck dips to mid-back. Adjustable spaghetti
straps complete this chic look that's beautiful on its
own or as a base layering piece.

Bottom: Our signature high-rise PAIGE denim in
ultra rich coated cognac. 

Accessories: Modern day glam featuring
VALENTINE ROUGE Triangle Hoop Earrings

& Regal Gold Necklace. 



W h i t e  +  W a r r e n
Top: Brighten up the cooler months with

this Neon Pink cashmere sweater from
WHITE + WARREN. Who can turn away

this pop of pink. We love it paired with
leather or wool skirts for the winter or light

wash boyfriend denim for spring. 
 

Bottom: VINCE Asymmetrical Paneled
Wool skirt is perfect for this holiday season.
Faux wrapped panels of cozy Japanese wool

lengthen the line of the leg in our high-
waisted skirt

 
Scarf: The travel wrap in neon pink from

WHITE + WARREN is a must-have scarf
that doubles as a chic evening wrap or a

cozy blanket. The lightweight and
breathable knit makes this the most

versatile accessory you'll ever own..



S m y t h e

Blazer: This is the SMYTHE Rifle-Patch Equestrian
Blazer in the colour orchid mahogany. This blazer is
made in Portugal and features a cut-away front and
elevated leather detailing. Made in herringbone wool
and finished with genuine leather details. Available
for pre-order and will be released with our pre-spring
2022 collection.

Top: This SMYTHE Floral Printed Turtleneck is the
perfect layering piece under your favourite blazer or
jacket.

Bottoms: This high-rise, form fitting, PAIGE Margot
Cropped Skinny Jean is made to flatter everybody.
Featuring a rich, dark wash, to keep you feeling and
looking effortlessly elevated. 



F u n  F l o r a l s
Blazer: This SMYTHE Citrine Cropped

Portrait Jacket is the perfect transition
piece for spring 2022. Available for pre-
order and will be released with our pre-

spring 2022 collection.
 

Top: This High Sheen Black Turtleneck
from L’AGENCE is a perfect way to

elevate any look. 
 

Bottom: These SMYTHE Wide Leg, Pin
Tuck, Floral Trousers are high wasted and

perfect to pair with your favourite blazer
or jacket. Available for pre-order and will

be released with our pre-spring 2022
collection. 



G e n e r a t i o n
L o v e

T H E  " I T "  B A G

Jacket: The Romi Faux fur bomber from GENERATION LOVE is
sure to make a statement anywhere you go. This jacket will keep you

stylish and cozy all season. This bomber jacket features a stunning
collar, rubbed cuffs on the sleeve and a ribbed cuffed waistband to give

you the most chic look. 
 

Top: The Eleanor pearl sweatshirt from GENERATION LOVE is a
pearl embellished cotton blend sweatshirt that features a puff sleeve to
glam up your day to day look. We love this dressed up or down, either

way you can't go wrong. 
 

Bottom: These YUMMIE Leatherette Leggings which features front
and back seems that give a slimming effect and extra comfort control
for all day wear. This legging contains a 4-way stretch fabric that will

have you wanting to wear these every day. 

This ZADIG&VOLTAIRE bag made of plush, soft,
leather can be worn day and night, on the shoulder
or as a clutch.



M o t h e r
+ P a i g e
Top: This gorgeous showstopper
PAIGE blouse is made with a
luxurious silk and rayon blend, it
features the prettiest velvet burnout
design. This top will become your
go to blouse for a night out on the
town. 

Bottom: These real looking faux
leather pants from MOTHER are a
super high rise skinny with a denim
inspired fit. These pants have belt
loops, back pockets, and a front
zipper closure. The Super Swooner
pant is perfect for anyone who
wants to kick up their style and feel
a bit edgier.



H o l i d a y
R o c k
Jacket: This L’AGENCE Denim Coated Cropped
Jacket is one of the most versatile pieces you could
have. Cute with denim or paired over a dress. 

Top:  This ZADIG&VOLTAIRE Striped Cashmere
Sweater is a lightweight sweater not only features
beautiful rhinestones that form red lips but also
features a round neckline, long sleeves and rhinestone
application that makes this piece the ‘Love Yourself’
sweater. 

Bottom: These LA made MOTHER jeans are a
bootcut jean with slight distressing at the knees and a
chewed hem giving you a relaxed feel. 



Dress: Step up your LBD with this jewel printed Kelli Dress from L'AGENCE.
featuring corset-style inset waist, wide straps and a soft sweetheart neckline for
that elegant feel. 

"People will stare.
Make it worth
their while."
– @carriagetradeshop

C o c k t a i l
R e a d y



Generat ion

Celebrating 50 Years of Fashion.
Stay tuned for a very special Generation CT contest and for info on how you
and your family could be the next faces of our Spring / Summer Lookbook. 


